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Architype

• 30 years experience of successful project delivery 
• UK’s leading sustainable and Passivhaus architect
• working across all sectors, with key experience in education and housing
• 60+ staff working on projects ranging from £500k to £45million
• long established offices in London and Hereford
• new office opened in Edinburgh to service projects throughout Scotland
• Jonathan Hines, Managing Director, now lives in Edinburgh





The performance gap
• buildings using 3 to 5 times as much energy as designed 
• users suffering in uncomfortable internal environments
• systems that are difficult to control effectively

Architype believes this to be totally unacceptable and is 
committed to delivering buildings with NO performance gap



UK policy, regulations and the building industry have focussed on using 
renewables on buildings, rather than energy efficiency to meet targets.

Renewables should not be used instead of improving energy efficiency. The 
priority should be to design buildings to use less energy, FIRST, and then 
use appropriate renewables, second.



You’d need 42 micro turbines to offset the energy for a typical house!



Too often building users feel like crash test dummies, suffering in buildings 
that don’t perform as they should.

If our cars achieved 10mpg instead of 50mpg and the heating or a/c didnlt
work, we’d taken them back to the dealer.

Why do we accept poor performance in our buildings?
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What is Passivhaus ?

A rigorous comfort standard

• comfortable even temperatures

• constant supply of fresh air

• overheating limited to 10% over 250C



What is Passivhaus ?

A rigorous energy standard
• thermal energy limit of 15 kWh/sqm/year
• primary energy limit of 120 kWh/sqm/year
• must be proved by using PHPP



What is Passivhaus ?

A rigorous evidence based standard

• based on the rules of building physics

• developed from studying how buildings actually work

• optimised using the evidence of monitoring 



What is Passivhaus ?

A rigorous quality assurance standard

• checks that design complies with standard

• requires evidence that construction complies with standard

• air test (0.6), commissioning data, component evidence



The benefits

• deliver increased comfort
• deliver reduced energy consumption
• deliver higher quality buildings



The benefits

• guarantee that buildings perform as designed

• reduce energy by design, not offsetting carbon by add-on

• offer a more robust way to meet policy targets



The challenges

• dispelling myths and misconceptions

• changing the mind set of architects and engineers

• convincing clients and contractors it can be achieved

• getting procurement right

• delivering it at an affordable cost



Myths and misconceptions

• it only works for housing, not for other building types

• it limits design and restricts architects’ creativity

• it dictates what construction you can use

• it is too difficult to achieve higher construction standards



Myths and misconceptions



Myths and misconceptions

• it makes buildings warm and stuffy
• you can’t open the windows
• MVHR is too noisy
• it doesn’t work in Scotland



Myths and misconceptions

Monitored CO2 levels in winter, spring and 
summer in a Passivhaus classroom.

None of these are true!
• it makes buildings warm and stuffy
• you can’t open the windows
• MVHR is too noisy
• it doesn’t work in Scotland



Myths and misconceptions

11.5 av

21.8 av

April November

Internal and external temperatures in a Passivhaus in 
Orkney, with no heating on from April to November

None of these are true!
• it makes buildings warm and stuffy
• you can’t open the windows
• MVHR is too noisy
• it doesn’t work in Scotland



Myths and misconceptions

• it costs 5% more….

• it costs 10% more………..

• it costs 15% more………………

• it costs 20% more………………………REALLY?!!



1st Passivhaus Primary Schools in UK Wolverhampton City Council 

Built within a standard schools budget



Built within a standard schools budget



Built within a reduced schools budget

2nd Generation Passivhaus Primary Schools Wolverhampton City Council 



Built within a reduced schools budget



Built within Welsh Government funding limits

3rd Generation Passivhaus Primary Schools Carmarthenshire CC



©Dennis Gilbert/VIEW Passivhaus Enterprise Centre University of East Anglia

Built at median cost of university buildings



Passivhaus Council Housing Swansea City Council 

Built at and affordable cost



Passivhaus Archive and Records Centre Herefordshire Council

Built at 5% less than building regulations



The challenge of cost



The challenge of cost

There are some potential extra costs: 
• more insulation and higher performance windows
• achieving higher standards, eg airtightness 
• installing MVHR



The challenge of cost

There are some reduced costs: 
• smaller heating systems and simplified controls

• rationalised building form

• reduced reliance on (expensive) renewables



The challenge of cost

There are nil costs: 
• thermal bridge free construction

• constructing less complex details

• encouraging better collaboration



The challenge of cost

There are nil costs: 
• thermal bridge free construction

• constructing less complex details

• encouraging better collaboration

The ‘Jono’ 
rule of cost  
estimating

If you think it 
will cost 5%
more - it will !

Price is a matter 
of priority



How can affordable Passivhaus be achieved?



Passivhaus Primary Schools Wolverhampton City Council 



How can affordable Passivhaus be achieved?



Respond to orientation
• minimise the ratio between the about the external surface 

heat loss area



Optimise the form
• avoid complex shapes that will lose heat and be difficult to 

make airtight and thermal bridge free



Optimise the form
• avoid complex shapes that will lose heat and be difficult to 

make airtight and thermal bridge free



Building form
Optimise the form
• minimise the ratio between the the external surface (heat 

loss) area and the useful internal floor area



First floor

Ground floor

Optimise the form
• in our passivhaus schools we develop more compact two 

storey forms
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Optimise the form
• in our passivhaus schools we develop more compact two 

storey forms
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Simplify the detailing
• eg thermal bridge free and economic floating raft foundation



Simplify the detailing
• eg thermal bridge free and economic floating raft foundation
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Design out thermal bridging

• Model and test every detail……..

Simplify the detailing
• continuous air barrier



Simplify the detailing
• no more steels bridging the insulation!



Simplify the detailing
• roof overhangs formed outside thermal envelope



Rationalise the glazing
• to optimise daylighting and ventilation and minimise cost



Rationalise the glazing
• to optimise daylighting and ventilation and minimise cost



Summer ventilation
• secure grilles



Simplify services and controls
• a Passivhaus primary school only needs one domestic sized 

boiler and a single radiator in each classroom



Passivhaus Primary Schools Wolverhampton City Council 

Architype’s Passivhaus projects
• UK’s first Passivhaus Schools

• ongoing programme of Passivhaus Schools

• UK’s first Passivhaus Archive Building

• UK’s first Passivhaus University Building

• one off Passivhaus houses

• Passivhaus extra-care housing 

• large scale Passivhaus residential projects





Passivhaus Primary Schools Wales



Passivhaus Primary Schools Wales



Passivhaus Enterprise Centre University of East Anglia





Passivhaus Archive and Records Centre Herefordshire Council



Passivhaus Urban Housing LB of Camden



Passivhaus Estate Regeneration LB of Camden



Passivhaus Estate Regeneration LB of Camden



Passivhaus Rural Housing Shropshire Housing Group



Passivhaus Council Housing Swansea City Council 



Passivhaus Council Housing Swansea City Council 



Passivhaus Secondary School LB of Sutton



Passivhaus Secondary School LB of Tower Hamlets



Passivhaus Secondary School LB of Tower Hamlets



Passivhaus Extra Care Older Persons’ Housing Exeter City Council



Passivhaus Office Bicester Council



Passivhaus Archive Stores Imperial War Museum



Passivhaus all through school Powys County Council



Passivhaus benefits

• achieves heating reductions of up to 90%

• ensures optimum internal comfort for users

• limits potential overheating & improves internal air quality

• enhances internal sound quality



Passivhaus benefits

• certification ensures design & construction standards are met

• eliminates internal condensation and risk of mould growth

• eliminates condensation/decay risk within fabric

• avoids district heating and reduces reliance on renewables



Passivhaus benefits

• mitigates fuel poverty in social/affordable units

• buffers residents from energy market insecurities

• robust way of meeting Scottish Government targets



• dispelling myths and misconceptions

• changing the mind set of architects and engineers

• convincing clients and contractors it can be achieved

• getting procurement right

• delivering it at an affordable cost

Passivhaus challenges



• architects like complexity….

Passivhaus challenges



• M&E engineers like complexity….

Passivhaus challenges



Architype’s approach



• Passivhaus is embedded in our culture 
• constant attention on simplifying design and detailing 
• relentless focus on value engineering to achieve cost
• use PHPP as a design tool from day one

Architype’s approach



• post occupancy support for users

• monitoring of building performance in use

• learning the lessons of what does and doesn’t work

• robust system of embedding lessons into future projects to 
ensure constant improvement

Architype’s approach



Architype’s approach

• clear information and expert support to the whole team 

• collaborative approach to client, design, contractor teams

• focussed workshops with all key sub-contractors

• rigorous and frequent site inspection



• apply the ‘Jono’ rule of cost estimating – price is a matter of 
priority

• combine rigour of Passivhaus with our passion for design

• create optimistic and uplifting architecture

Architype’s approach



“Making the simple complicated is commonplace, 
making the complicated simple – that’s creativity” 

Charlie Mingus



For more information please contact
Jonathan Hines, Managing Director
One St Colme St, Edinburgh, EH3 6AA
t: 0131 516 1861  m: 07802 202397

e: jonathan.hines@architype.co.uk t: @Architype.co.uk

London I Hereford I Edinburgh


